Repo is used in India as an instrument for monetary policy by institutionalizing daily Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) which allows banks and Primary Dealers to manage their liquidity needs. Liquidity stress in the market has an impact on the short term interest rate. Entities not having adequate securities balances borrow funds from inter-bank uncollateralized call market and the call rates are prone to liquidity shocks in the system.
Introduction
Repo is abbreviated form of "Repurchase Agreement" -a form of lending and borrowing mechanism used by Central Banks and Banking and near Banking Institutions all over the world to manage liquidity. Predominantly Repos are used by an institution for managing short-term liquidity fluctuations and not for funding general balance sheet. However, institutions may use the facility to fund leveraged position-taking in various securities. A survey by European Repo Council (ERC) of the International Capital Market Association (ICMA) in June'13 found that the total value of the repo contracts outstanding on the books of the 65 institutions was EUR 6.01 trillion, compared with the EUR 5.6 trillion in December 2012, (EUR 4.6 trillion in December 2008 and the pre-crisis peak of EUR 6.8 trillion in June 2007). The U.S. repo market shrunk to $4.6 trillion in July'13 2 , down 35
percent from a peak of $7.02 trillion in the first quarter of 2008. Post Financial crisis, many regulations have been framed to make the banking business remain secure as the transmission from banking channel hurts the society most in the times of stress. Regulators feel that reforming the repo market is the top priority. They fear that repo market makes the banks vulnerable to sudden collapse should counterparties become nervous about doing business with them for some reason, as repeatedly happened around the time of the financial crisis. The repo market is believed to be a key channel through which the last Financial Crisis was transmitted. Repo being a collateralized transaction, repo lenders demanded higher collateral for a given level of cash lending during the crisis as asset prices declined. Investors holding leveraged portfolios of securities were required to post higher margins. The funding shortfall forced investors to selling assets which resulted in further decline in asset prices, creating a 'vicious cycle'. The problem was acute as a major part of the repo market used non-sovereign papers for the repo transaction. The financial market crisis witnessed the demand for quality collaterals as the value of the corporate papers started dipping. More recently, the regulatory focus on repo markets has intensified to ensure that the market remains stable at the time of stress. The Basel III Accord introduced quantitative liquidity requirements that stress-test large-bank funding practices and force firms to move from primarily overnight funding to longer-term financing arrangements.
Additionally, the global regulators are focusing on banks' reliance on short-term funding and on reform measures to more closely link capital and liquidity regulation. These efforts is likely to materially alter the way banks fund themselves and change the repo market for the better.
Unlike global repo market, Indian repo market predominantly uses sovereign securities though repo is allowed on corporate papers. The dominance of low-risk collateral means that it is much less likely to transmit shocks to other markets in case there is stress condition in the market. Repo market in India does not pose a systemic risk to the wider financial system.
The objective of the current study is to understand various dimension of the Indian repo market functioning and its important role as a tool to manage liquidity in the system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 1 details current repo market microstructure, section 2 details the RBI repo system, section 3 details the market activity, section 4 details the types of collaterals used in the system, section 5 details the statistical analysis of the market and determinants of the spread and section 6 gives the concluding remarks.
Repo Market Microstructure
Repo is defined as an agreement in which one party sells securities or the other assets to a counterparty, and simultaneously commits to repurchase the same asset, at an agreed future date at a repurchase price. The said repurchase price would cover the original sell price plus a return on the use of the sale proceeds during the term of the repo. It is a financing arrangement used primarily in the government securities markets whereby a dealer or other holder of government securities sells the securities to a lender and agrees to repurchase them at an agreed future date at an agreed price which will provide the lender with an extremely low risk return. Such a transaction is called a repo when viewed from the perspective of the supplier of the securities (the party acquiring funds) and a reverse repo or matched sale-purchase agreement when described from the point of view of the supplier of funds. Repos are hybrid transactions that combine features of both secured loans and outright purchase and sale transactions but do not fit cleanly into either classification. Repo markets are generally separated into markets for "general" and "specific" collateral.
In case of specific collateral, a piece of specific collateral is identified in the repo contract making it possible to obtain specified securities. Repos can be divided into four broad categories -(a) Classic Repo (US style); (b) Buy-Sell Back Repo (Indian market follows this type) and (c) Securities Lending for a fee and (d) Tri-party Repo. Classic repo involves an initial sale of securities with a simultaneous agreement to repurchase them at a later date with the start and end prices of the securities are the same and a separate payment of "interest" is made. Classic repo makes it explicit that the securities are only collateral for the loan and the coupon income will be accrued to the seller of the security. Repo are used by traders to obtain cash or to obtain securities. Repo and reverse repo are two parts of the same transaction. A bank needing cash but having required securities can enter into a repo transaction with another institution by selling the securities under repo to acquire cash. In this case, the lender of the cash uses the securities as collateral. Repo transactions are typically used to fund "long" positions in securities -used to build up leveraged long positions in securities markets. A trader uses cash raised through an initial repo transaction to buy securities which, in turn, are repoed out to raise more cash to buy more securities and so on. With each transaction the leverage ratio is increased. The maximum extent of leverage that can be built up through this process is determined by the margin or "haircut". Haircut depends on the credit worthiness of the borrower of funds and the price volatility of the collateral. Haircuts for low-risk borrowers like banks using less-volatile collateral like sovereign bonds can be very low. Repo market is probably the lowest-cost source of leverage. In the reverse case, a bank might have short sold a particular security with a view on future price of the security and would like to borrow the same for delivery purpose. The short sale position results in cash inflows which can be used in the repo transaction to acquire securities for delivery purpose as no naked short sales are typically allowed in institutional markets. Or a bank in India can enter into a reverse repo transaction to borrow securities from another bank by lending cash but the purpose of the same is to maintain regulatory investment norms in Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR). As Indian market follows a buy/sell back repo mechanism, it allows the borrower of the security to use the same for achieving SLR level specified by RBI. In markets where interest rate futures are liquid, securities are borrowed to manage delivery against the deliverable positions by the sellers in the futures market. Depending on their uses, either the securities or the cash serve as collateral for a particular transaction. In the case of specific collateral repos, the transaction enables participants to obtain particular securities issues.
Repo yield depends on whether the transaction involves general or specific collateral. In case of general repo, the yield is roughly comparable to other short-term money market interest rates. In case of special repo, the yield reflects the value of the collateral in the securities loan. In rare circumstances, participants sometimes transact at negative special repo rates 3 . Repo market facilitates arbitrage and speculative activity as it allows a trader to take leveraged positions by posting a small margin. Arbitrage, market-making and speculative activity are important facet of the repo market. The repo lender of the security has to maintain inventory of collaterals and has to price the same in such a manner to recover his holding cost -the security borrower should make The above figure can be better explained using an example of Buy/Sell Back Repo. Bank A would like to do a repo to borrow funds from Bank B using a security (7.16% GOI 2023 issued on 20-3 When the chance of penalties is high for failure to deliver the security. in the outright market may also use the security in repo window to lend the same to other users. If the trading activity in the Basket window is higher, it would indicate traders are using the same more as a collateral to lend funds or some traders may be using the same for regulatory purpose like maintaining SLR.
In Indian market Repo market has three different segments -RBI Repo (daily LAF at a fixed rate),
Market repo among banks and institutions at market determined rates and Collateralised Borrowing and lending Obligations (CBLO) -a repo variant with the combined structure of held-in-custody and tripartite repo in which the contract can be traded unlike other standard repo in which the security under repo can be traded but the contract cannot be unwound till the end of the contract.
CBLO market has been the most liquidity form of the short term market with more than 60% of the short term market share. CBLO provides an anonymous order matching system for trading funds against the collaterals in the form of Government securities which are immobilized at the service provider. 6 CCIL allows entities to borrow from the market against Government securities after applying the applicable haircuts to manage risk. Both Market repo and CBLO trades are guaranteed by CCIL which plays the role of a CCP 7 .
Central Bank Repo
5 CCIL introduced CROMS platform in Jan'09 for allowing institutions to deal in repo using both Basket and Special windows. 6 CCIL offers CBLO trading platform for the market participants to trade. (Bhattacharya and Gale, 1987; Acharya et al. 2008) and to diversify risk across many illiquid banks (Flannery, 1996; Rochet and Vives, 2004) .
RBI uses a system called Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) for moderating liquidity situation in the banking system. It has specific timing window (typically at the beginning of market hours) within which banks are required to access funds or park funds in which RBI is the counter-party. The securities used in the RBI daily LAF repo by a Bank (while borrowing money from RBI) can be considered under SLR requirement while the reverse repo deals entered with the RBI by a Bank does not provide SLR benefit as RBI does not use a pure Buy/Sell Back mechanism but credits the securities to a kind of pool account and not to the account of the individual Subsidiary General Ledger (SGL) 9 account of the Banks. In Indian market, RBI support to the banking system through daily LAF has been a major liquidity management tool since its inception. However, the substantial liquidity injected 10 to the banking system in a very short span of time soon after the financial crisis resulted in interest rates moving to their lowest levels in short term money market and Treasury bills market. Since June'10, RBI has been continuously supporting the market with infusion of liquidity through daily LAF. Historically, the current stretch has been the longest period in which banks have been continuously borrowing funds from RBI (almost 42 months with a daily average borrowing of more than
Market Activity
Rs.75000crores which is almost 1% of the current NDTL of the banking system). However, at times the liquidity support has been very high and touched about 2% of the NDTL of the banking system.
Net support to the banking system has a positive correlation with the policy rates -with Repo rate about 68% co-movement and with reverse repo about 78% co-movement. In recent times, Banks 10 RBI injected about Rs.500 ,000Crores (1Crore is 10million) in a short span of time to fend off the impact of financial crisis on Indian financial system. Market has been using RBI LAF system as a most important support system to ensure the proper liquidity management. However, fixed policy rate repos provide direction of the interest rate in the market. The market uses the said information to firm up other interest rates in the system like interbank call, market repo and CBLO rates. These three forms of short term market in India forms the backbone of the money market system and these rates typically hover around the policy rates -at the time of excess liquidity in the system, the rates are around the reverse repo rate while at the time of shortage, the same hovers around repo rate. The introduction of CBLO changed the structure of the Money market in India. Before 2004, the market heavily depended on uncollateralized overnight inter-bank call market for funding. RBI made some policy changes and restricted the exposure to uncollateralized market by putting exposure controls as high dependence on uncollateralized call market envisaged systemic risk to the entire system. In Jan'04, uncollateralized call market accounted for 62% of the market share while market repo accounted for 35% and CBLO accounted for less than 3% of the market share. Non-bank entities 12 (excluding Primary Dealers) were phased out from the uncollateralized call market and were advised to move 11 Total daily average trading activity in Call, Repo and CBLO markets. 12 Non-bank entities like Mutual Funds, non-Banking Finance companies and Insurance Companies were typically lenders in the call market and were phased out from the call market in a calibrated manner.
to collateralized markets like Repo and CBLO. As of October'13, the CBLO accounted for about 59% of the market while market repo accounted for 28% market share and uncollateralized call market accounted for 14% of the market share.
RBI has been successful in moving larger volumes in the short term market to the collateralized segment from the clean call market. This has helped in removing systemic risk as well as created demand for securities as traders have to hold securities against which they can borrow funds from counter-parties.
Money Market consolidated trading activity indicates the level of liquidity absorbed by the system.
It has a very strong correlation with the systemic liquidity support from RBI. The correlation between absolute of net RBI LAF activity and consolidated money market volume has been found to be about 53% (monthly data from Jan04 to Nov'13) while the correlation between the spread between Call and market repo rates and consolidated money market volume is about 31% (monthly data Jan'04 to Nov'13) while with daily LAF, the correlation was 44%. Interest Rate Corridor as measured by the difference between policy Repo and Reverse Repo rate had expectedly negative correlation with LAF (-35%) and Money market activity level (-22%). The short term market predominantly remains a pure overnight market and hence is exposed to high roll over risk. It will be interesting to see how far the recent introduction of term repo of 7 and 14-day on reporting Fridays is going to help in developing the term market in India. At the time of severe liquidity crunch, the rates move to unprecedented high levels. The volatility measured by the difference between daily high and low call rates and the spread between daily call and market repo rate have a correlation 0.68. 
Securities Used in Repo Transactions
Repo transactions in Indian repo market use mostly Government securities though corporate bonds can be used for such transactions. Very few transactions take place using corporate bonds. Though market has a choice of using different permissible Government securities like Floating Rate Bonds, State Development Loans, Special securities like Oil Bonds issued by Government to fund oil pool deficits (subsidy payments), and Treasury Bills, traders have been using pure Government securities though in recent time, the Treasury Bills have been contributing to a sizeable share in total repo deals. This increase in market share for Treasury Bills is mainly due to high value of Treasury Bills issued since last three years 13 . Traders use the repo market in India more for liquidity management and less for managing portfolio of securities as can be seen from the portfolio of underlying securities used in the repo transactions.
The market uses very short term securities and securities upto 2 years account for 35% of total repo deals in terms of value. The most liquid securities in the underlying outright market are typically benchmark securities like 10-year and 5-years bonds. The markets share of these securities in repo deals is about 8% each vis-à-vis about 40% for 10-year bonds in outright underlying market. From the behavior of the repo market transactions, it can be implied that the market uses the repo deals to manage liquidity and not for leveraging securities portfolio holding. This may be due to the fact that the lending side of the market in repo is dominated by Insurance Companies and Mutual funds who typically do not have trading interest in securities and accept the securities as collaterals against funds lent. As the market does not witness significant short selling or as there is no Interest Rate Futures (IRF) market in India which requires borrowing of securities for delivery against obligations.
Determinants of Spread
Spread and volatility are important factors in understanding the stress in the market. The tight liquidity implies higher credit risk in the system and spread between collateralized and uncollateralized rates widens when the stress goes up in the market. However, empirically, volatility in Call market is relatively higher than the repo and CBLO markets. Call market is preferred by borrowers only when the avenues to access funds using collaterals are exhausted and can be said as a residual borrowing by Banks and Primary Dealers. Lenders would charge a premia when lending it in Call as they perceive the market as relatively riskier vis-à-vis other collateralized markets.
The daily LAF activity gives the systemic liquidity shortage or excess as Banks and Primary
Dealers would use this window to manage their balance sheet. If LAF support is not sufficient due to quantitative limits or if the LAF policy rate is lower in other comparable markets like CBLO and market repo, then borrowers having securities would like to use these markets to borrow.
Theoretically, the spread should be dependent on the amount of LAF support, money market activity, lagged spread (to find it there is any autoregressive structure) because past spreads indicate the continuity of stress condition. Further, the interest rate corridor has great significant to understand monetary policy stance of the central bank. In a channel system like LAF, RBI offers two standing facilities: a lending facility where it is ready to supply money overnight at a given lending rate against collateral and a deposit facility where banks can make overnight deposits to earn a deposit rate. The interest-rate corridor is chosen to keep the overnight interest rate in the money market close to the target rate. In a pure channel system, a change in policy is implemented The estimated model indicates lag spread has no significant influence on the current spread.
However, the spread is influenced by the LAF support and total money market activity and the relationships are positive. The original dataset contained two months of data which were found to be extreme outliers due to some extraordinary liquidity measures 15 introduced in March'07. The effect of the same continued till April'07 16 and the spread for March'07 was more than 5% while for April, the same was more than 2%. We publish the above results after dropping these two data outlier points. In order to understand if the determinants of the spread are different in different market situation, we divided the data into two categories -absorption and injection of liquidity by RBI using the Linear Regression model in Eq 1. The result showed that in case of Injection of liquidity, lagged spread is significant along with LAF activity but in case of absorption, only LAF activity is significant. However, the results for INJECT shows AR structure. Further, to understand if the spread behaves in a different manner when the system has excess liquidity vis-à-vis shortage of liquidity, we used a Regime Switching model using
Goldfeld and Quandt's D-method for switching regression. Assuming that observations exist on some exogenous variables, z1i, z2i, .., zpi, where z determines whether the ith observation is generated from one equation or the other. The equations are given as follows:
where πj are unknown coefficients to be estimated. Define d(zi) as a continuous approximation to a step function. Replacing the unit step function with a continuous approximation by using the cumulative normal integral enables a more practical method that produces consistent estimates.
The parameters to estimate are now the k β1's, the k β2's, 1 2 , 2 2 , p π's, and the σ introduced in the d(zi) equation. The σ can be considered as given a priori, or it can be estimated, in which case, the estimated magnitude provides an estimate of the success in discriminating between the two regimes (Goldfeld and Quandt 1976) . Given the preceding equations, the model can be written as: The parameter estimates and ANOVA table from this regression are shown below. 
Conclusion
Repo is used by market participants to obtain funds or to obtain securities depending on the need. This latter feature of the instrument is valuable to traders as it helps them to meet their contractual obligations, such as to make delivery for a short sale or against a futures In India, RBI has been using Repo as an instrument for monetary policy by institutionalizing daily Liquidity Adjustment Facility which allows banks and Primary
Dealers to manage their liquidity needs. Market participants also trade in Repo using Government securities. The Repo market in India has been growing steadily and both Repo and CBLO account for a large part of the total short-term Money Market transactions. 18 Significant at 1% for Coefficient of Lag of Spread (AR term) in both regimes. 19 Significant at 1% for Coefficients of Money Market Volume in both regimes Liquidity stress in the market has an impact on the short term interest rate. The entities who do not maintain sufficient amount of Government securities in their portfolio may have to borrow funds in the inter-bank call market at higher interest rate. The spread between Call and Repo rate widens when there is liquidity stress in the market. The current study has explored the determinant of the spread. It found that LAF window activity as well as total money market activity has an impact on the Spread. In order to understand if the spread behaves in a different manner when the system has excess liquidity vis-à-vis shortage of liquidity, we used a Regime Switching model using Goldfeld and Quandt's D-method for switching regression. The tests found that the monetary policy is stable in both the regimes and the effectiveness of monetary policy in both the regimes are not statistically different.
